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Abstract

We discuss a robust yet at first sight surprising fact: individuals who have problems understanding sentences with object A-bar movement cannot use overt Case marking of the object to interpret these sentences and to associate the DPs with thematic roles. We tested the possible role of overt Case marking of the object in typically developing Hebrew-speaking children by comparing their comprehension of which object questions with and without the object Case marker “et”, and found that there was no difference in comprehension between the two. A similar pattern was found in an adolescent with syntactic SLI. We then tested the comprehension of object topicalized structures in the order OVS, where the only element identifying these sentences as object-first sentences and distinguishing them from simple SVO sentences was the object marker. We tested this in three populations with object A-bar movement problems: individuals with agrammatism, adolescents with syntactic SLI, and orally-trained children with hearing impairment, as well as in analysis of previous data on typically-developing children acquiring Hebrew. All populations failed to understand the sentence, but did not consistently reverse the thematic roles of the two noun phrases. This suggests that they were sensitive to the presence of the Case marker but could not use it for interpretation. We argue that these findings immediately follow from the way intervention and locality are computed, under the featural Relativized Minimality approach. Case is not among the features triggering movement, therefore a Case difference is not taken into account in trying to build a movement chain across an intervener. As a result, the object chain cannot be built across the intervening subject in the relevant cases, and overt Case marking of the object cannot help rescue the structure. Thematic role assignment in complex movement configurations requires the building of movement chains; if chain formation fails, strategies based on overt morphological cues do not help. These results argue for a feature-selective approach to locality and for encapsulated syntactic computation of movement.

1. Introduction

It is well known that children encounter difficulties in the comprehension and production of structures like Wh questions and relative clauses in which the object appears before the subject (e.g., This is the peacock that the farmer chased; which peacock did the farmer chase?. Cf. Adams, 1990; Correa, 1982, 1995; Hamburger & Crain, 1982; McKee et al., 1998; Roth, 1984; Sheldon, 1974; Tavakolian, 1981, de Vincenzi et al., 1999; and more recently, see Belletti & Guasti, 2015; and Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009 and references therein). Within syntactic theory, the assumption is that in these structures the object moves from its canonical position as the complement of the verb to the beginning of the sentence, crossing the preverbal subject. Following standard terminology, we will refer to this dependency as an object A-bar chain. In previous work we showed that the children's difficulty with these structures depends upon the feature similarity between the moved object and the subject that it crossed. Moreover, we showed that the system is selective in that not all features are relevant for the computation of similarity (Belletti et al., 2012; Costa et al., 2014; Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009). For
example, when the object or the subject is not lexically specified, i.e., does not contain a noun – a property expressed by a nominal/N feature –, children understand this structure better than when both of them are lexically specified (e.g., they would understand better a sentence with a bare Wh element like "who" in *who did the farmer chase?*, vs. a lexically restricted one: *which peacock did the farmer chase?*). According to this approach, children experience difficulties in configurations in which the relevant feature specification of the intervening subject is a subset of the specification of the moved object. In contrast, children can compute configurations of disjunction of relevant features.

In the course of the acquisition of syntax in typically developing children, a lexically restricted subject acts as an intervener, blocking the establishment of the object A-bar chain (with lexically restricted objects) in relative clauses and questions. In these structures, the proper assignment of thematic roles to the two noun phrases in the sentence appears to be problematic. We related this intervention effect to a family of intervention effects also found in adult grammars (built on Relativized Minimality, Rizzi, 1990, 2004). This generalization may also underlie the difficulty shown in certain syntactically-impaired populations, such as syntactic SLI (Friedmann, Yachini, & Szterman, 2015).

A natural question to ask is what can assist individuals with such difficulties in the processing of these intervention configurations. Some approaches suggest that any cue bearing on the proper assignment of the thematic roles may be used in the course of sentence comprehension (Bates & MacWhinney, 1987; MacWhinney, Bates, & Kliegl, 1984). A grammar-based approach such as the one we proposed, on the other hand, predicts the effect to be selective (see also Contemori & Belletti, 2014; Grillo, 2008; Guasti, Branchini, & Arosio, 2012, and much related work; see also Cecchetto & Donati, 2015 for a distinct approach but similar in significant respects). Only certain features participate in the computation of the A-bar dependency, whereas other features are not part of this process, even if they may be relevant at later stages of sentence interpretation. The idea is that the establishment of the dependency is encapsulated and modular, and is only based on the automatic computation of the relevant features. Hence, the prediction is that not all morphologically marked features can be used to help in the processing of the intervention configuration, even if they may be intuitively relevant.

One of the most straightforward morpho-syntactic features to consider in this respect is Case. Because Case typically identifies the object and the subject in languages with overt Case distinctions in many sentence structures, this information could be used to recover grammatical functions, and the thematic roles associated with them (e.g., in a sentence like "He kissed me", beyond word order, the nominative pronoun designates the agent and the accusative pronoun designates the patient, and the same in more complex sentences derived by movement such as topicalized structure and Wh questions). On the other hand, since Case is not part of the computation of A-bar dependencies, because, as we will argue below, there are no Case-driven A'-dependencies, Case may not be allowed to infiltrate the syntactic process computing the dependency and therefore it cannot help in overcoming the difficulty with intervention configurations and in arriving at the proper interpretation.

---

1 For the purposes of this article we adopt the following definition of RM: In a configuration like:

\[ X...Z...Y \]

A local relation cannot be established between X and Y if

i. Z structurally intervenes between X and Y

ii. Z matches the specification of X in relevant morphosyntactic features

where relevant morphosyntactic features are features triggering syntactic movement (see Rizzi, 1990, 2004, 2013; Starke, 2001; Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009; Belletti et al., 2012, for different elaborations on the principle).
This is the central question of this study.

We will address this question through the Hebrew object marker "et" (Berman, 1978; Danon, 2001, 2006; Shlonsky, 1997). "et" is a structural marker of definite direct objects in Hebrew, with characteristics similar to preposition-like differential object markers in other languages (Manzini & Franco, 2016, for recent discussion). In a colloquial register, "et" before the "which" question element can be omitted, a fact that we use in Experiment 1.2

2. Experiment 1: Comparison of Hebrew which object questions with and without the object Case marker

In order to examine whether children exploit the presence of the object marker to understand object A-bar dependencies, we took advantage of the optionality of "et" marking in which questions3. We tested the comprehension of which object questions with and without "et". If children use "et" for comprehension, et-marked questions should be significantly better understood than et-less ones.

2.1. Participants

The participants were 28 kindergarten typically-developing children aged 3;0-6;5 -- 13 children aged 3;0-4;5, and 15 children aged 4;6-6;5 (in the older group 12 children were aged 4;6-5;10, and three were aged 6;3-6;5). All children were monolingual Hebrew speakers without language impairments.

2.2. Methods

As part of a larger test that included 62 sentences, we included two conditions that allowed us to examine the effect of the presence of the object Case marker on the moved object. We compared which questions with the accusative Case marker like (1) with which questions without such Case marker like (2). Both questions appeared with the picture pair shown in Figure 1. The test included 11 object which questions with the Case marker and 6 object which questions without the Case marker. The task was a sentence-picture matching task. Children heard a question and were requested to point to the picture that matched the answer to this question.

(1) et eize pil ha-arie martiv?
    acc which elephant the-lion wets?

(2) eize pil ha-arie martiv?
    which elephant the-lion wets?

---

2 The preposition-like markers of direct objects like the Hebrew "et" have their own peculiarities; but for the purpose of this paper, we assimilate "et" to an overt expression of Case in other languages.

3 Which questions without "et" of the type we used here are accepted and easily comprehended by Hebrew speakers. For example, in a control group reported by Levy and Friedmann (2009), 10 adolescents with unimpaired language abilities (aged 12-13) performed 98% on the "et"-less which object questions.
These sentences were compared to a control condition that included 9 subject *which* questions, using the same lexical items and pictures. (eize pil martiv et ha-arie? which elephant wets acc the-lion?)

Each child was tested separately in a quiet room at home or in the kindergarten for 20-40 minutes (for the whole test). There was no time limit and the question was repeated as many times as the child requested. The children did not receive feedback that was contingent on whether they pointed correctly or not, only general encouragement. All the children received a little gift after the session to acknowledge their effort.

### 2.3. Results

The results indicated that the overt Case marking did not help in the interpretation of the *which* questions: as shown in Figure 2, the children found it difficult to interpret both types of questions with respect to the roles of the arguments and hence often pointed to the picture in which the roles were reversed. The two types of questions yielded an average of 71% correct performance, and did not differ significantly: the younger group (aged 3;0-4;5) performed 68% correct on questions without the Case marker (SD = 23%) and 69% correct for questions with the Case marker (SD = 14%), with no significant difference between questions with and without the case marker, $t(12) = 0.23$, $p = 0.82$. The older group (aged 4;6-6;5) performed slightly better but still without difference between the questions with and without "et", with 74% correct for questions without the Case marker (SD = 20%) and 73% correct for questions with the Case marker (SD = 18%), again with no significant difference between the two, $t(14) = 0.31$, $p = 0.76$.

This relatively low performance did not result from difficulty in understanding the task, the lexical items, or the pictures. This can be seen in their very good performance on the parallel subject *which* questions, with the same lexical items and pictures, which was 92.5% correct ($M = 88.0\%$, SD = 12.4\% in the younger group; $M = 96.3\%$, SD = 6.9\% in the older group). This performance was significantly higher than both the *which* object questions with "et", $t(27) = 7.34$, $p < .0001$, $d = 2.82$; and the *which* object questions without "et", $t(27) = 5.64$, $p < .0001$, $d = 2.17$. 

![Figure 1. An example for a picture pair used with questions (1) and (2).](image)
These results, obtained from children without syntactic problems, are consistent with data from previous studies on children with syntactic impairment. Levy and Friedmann (2009) tested Gal, an adolescent with syntactic SLI who had difficulties understanding object relatives, topicalized structures, and *which* object questions. They compared his comprehension of *which* object questions in Hebrew with and without "*et*", and, similarly to our current finding, reported that both the object questions with "*et*" and the object questions without "*et*" were at chance, and there was no significant difference between the two (Levy & Friedmann, 2009, Table 6).

The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the hypothesis that Case is not taken into account in the computation of the object A-bar chain, and therefore, the difference in Case between the two DPs does not relieve the intervention effect. However, the problem with Case could be more basic: it could be that the children of the relevant age groups are not yet sensitive to the presence and properties of the Case marker "*et*" *tout court*.

However, there is straightforward evidence that this is not the case and that in fact Hebrew-speaking children do master "*et*" from a very early age. The evidence is provided in Reznick and Friedmann (in press), reporting data from sentence repetition and spontaneous production in early ages showing that children use "*et*" correctly already in their very first sentences that include a definite object. In sentence repetition of 60 children aged 2;2-3;10, out of 360 target sentences of the orders SVO and Adverb-VSO that included a definite object and therefore included the object marker "*et*", all 360 sentence were repeated with the object marker, and no object marker was omitted. (These children often made other structural errors and omitted other sentence components at this stage, indicating that the repetition task is sensitive to the structures that have not been acquired yet; in this task "*et*" was among the structural properties that all of them had already acquired, see also Friedmann & Lavi, 2006). Similarly, Reznick and Friedmann analyzed spontaneous speech data from 56 children aged 1;6 to 6;1. The spontaneous speech also indicated that children use this marker properly, and from very early on: they neither underuse it, nor do they use "*et*" in incorrect positions, before a non-object DP or before an indefinite object. Out of 6400 utterances analyzed, there were only 5 instances of "*et*" used before an indefinite object, and 4 instances of objects that appeared with the definite article but without "*et*".

![Figure 2. Percentage correct performance on the *which* object questions with and without the object marker "*et*"

These results, obtained from children without syntactic problems, are consistent with data from previous studies on children with syntactic impairment. Levy and Friedmann (2009) tested Gal, an adolescent with syntactic SLI who had difficulties understanding object relatives, topicalized structures, and *which* object questions. They compared his comprehension of *which* object questions in Hebrew with and without "*et*", and, similarly to our current finding, reported that both the object questions with "*et*" and the object questions without "*et*" were at chance, and there was no significant difference between the two (Levy & Friedmann, 2009, Table 6).

The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the hypothesis that Case is not taken into account in the computation of the object A-bar chain, and therefore, the difference in Case between the two DPs does not relieve the intervention effect. However, the problem with Case could be more basic: it could be that the children of the relevant age groups are not yet sensitive to the presence and properties of the Case marker "*et*" *tout court*.

However, there is straightforward evidence that this is not the case and that in fact Hebrew-speaking children do master "*et*" from a very early age. The evidence is provided in Reznick and Friedmann (in press), reporting data from sentence repetition and spontaneous production in early ages showing that children use "*et*" correctly already in their very first sentences that include a definite object. In sentence repetition of 60 children aged 2;2-3;10, out of 360 target sentences of the orders SVO and Adverb-VSO that included a definite object and therefore included the object marker "*et*", all 360 sentence were repeated with the object marker, and no object marker was omitted. (These children often made other structural errors and omitted other sentence components at this stage, indicating that the repetition task is sensitive to the structures that have not been acquired yet; in this task "*et*" was among the structural properties that all of them had already acquired, see also Friedmann & Lavi, 2006). Similarly, Reznick and Friedmann analyzed spontaneous speech data from 56 children aged 1;6 to 6;1. The spontaneous speech also indicated that children use this marker properly, and from very early on: they neither underuse it, nor do they use "*et*" in incorrect positions, before a non-object DP or before an indefinite object. Out of 6400 utterances analyzed, there were only 5 instances of "*et*" used before an indefinite object, and 4 instances of objects that appeared with the definite article but without "*et*".
3. Experiment 2: Case markers are detected but are not used in thematic role computation – OVS topicalization in syntactically-impaired populations

In Experiment 1 we tested the role of Case in the comprehension of Wh questions, and only in typically developing children who are in the process of acquiring syntax. In Experiment 2 we tested the effect of Case on the comprehension of a different structure in which the object precedes the subject, i.e., topicalization. We tested topicalization structures that involve movement of the object to the beginning of the sentence, into the CP domain and of the verb to second position (Shlonsky, 1997; Shlonsky & Doron, 1992; Friedmann, 2013), ending up with the order et-object verb subject, OVS. This allowed us to test an A-bar movement structure that is, on the surface, minimally different from the SVO structure. OVS and SVO (as shown in examples (3) and (4)) only differ in the position of the object case marker "et".

We also broadened the investigation to other populations who have syntactic impairments: school-aged children with hearing impairment from birth, adults with agrammatic aphasia, and adolescents with syntactic SLI. All three populations show difficulties in the comprehension and production of structures that involve A-bar movement, although not necessarily of the same type as the one witnessed in children acquiring language (Friedmann, 2001, 2006; Friedmann, Gvion, & Novogrodsky, 2006; Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2014; Friedmann, Szterman, & Haddad-Hanna, 2010; Grodzinsky, 1989, 2000; Szterman & Friedmann, 2006, 2011). However, like the typically-developing children, all three populations fail to establish A-bar chains. Therefore, it is interesting to examine whether, once they fail to establish the object chain, they can use Case information to interpret the sentence.

For the topicalization comprehension assessment in the three populations reported below we used the sentence-picture matching task described in detail in Experiment 1, with topicalized OVS sentences (see example (3)) compared with simple SVO sentences (example (4)), both presented with the picture shown in Figure 1.

(3) object topicalization with V-to-C (et-O V S)
   et ha pil ha-ze martiv ha-arie
   acc the-elephant the-this wets the-lion
   This elephant, the lion wets

(4) simple SVO (S V et-O)
   ha-arie martiv et ha-pil ha-ze
   the-lion wets acc the-elephant the-this
   The lion wets this elephant

The two main questions that this experiment asked were a) whether the participants understand OVS sentences and b) whether, when they fail to understand these sentences, they perform below chance level. The rationale here was that if the participants are not sensitive to the presence of the marker "et", we would expect OVS sentences to be interpreted with reversed thematic roles, as SVO.

3.1. Hearing impairment

Many children with hearing impairment show syntactic difficulties in the comprehension and production of Wh movement structures (Berent, 1996; de Villiers, 1988; Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2014; Friedmann & Szterman, 2006, 2011; Quigley, Smith, & Wilbur, 1974; Quigley, Wilbur, & Montanelli,
This probably results from the fact that they did not receive enough language input during the first year of life, as this difficulty mainly characterises those hearing impaired children who received hearing aids late and did not use sign language. Therefore this is a population that is relevant for the effect of Case on comprehension.

3.1.1. Participants

The 18 hearing-impaired participants had hearing impairment from birth and had hearing aids or cochlear implants fitted only after they were 8 months old. All of them communicated in Hebrew, and did not use sign language. They were aged 8;11-11;3 when we tested them. Each of these participants had difficulties in the comprehension and production of sentences derived by A-bar movement: object relative clauses and which object questions (Friedmann & Szterman, 2006, 2011; and Szterman & Friedmann, 2014).

3.1.2. Results

Table 1. Correct performance out of 20 sentences in each condition, per each of the 18 participants with hearing impairment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing impaired participant</th>
<th>Topicalization OVS</th>
<th>Simple SVO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Number of participants who performed significantly poorer on OVS than on SVO | 12 | - |
| Number of participants at or above chance | 16 | 18 |
| Number of participants below chance | 2 | 0 |

4 These children were tested by Ronit Szterman as part of her MA and PhD studies, and are described in detail in Szterman (2003, 2016).
The results, summarized in Table 1, indicated that the children with hearing impairment performed relatively poorly on the topicalized OVS sentences (M = 60.6%), and significantly below their performance on the SVO sentences (which was M = 98.1%), (t(17) = 5.39, p < .0001), yet almost none of them performed below chance on these structures (16 out of the 18 participants were not below chance). This indicates that the children with hearing impairment were sensitive to the presence of the object marker, otherwise they would have interpreted the OVS structures as SVO with systematic below-chance performance. The finding that they performed at chance thus indicates that the Case information was detected, but did not help the children to build the appropriate dependency and hence to properly comprehend the structures.

3.2. Agrammatic aphasia

We ran the same task with seven adults who had agrammatic aphasia following brain damage. They were 5 men and 2 women, aged 18-67 (for more background details see Appendix 1). They were all native speakers of Hebrew. They were diagnosed with agrammatic aphasia by experienced speech-language pathologists and a neurolinguist, on the basis of the Hebrew versions of the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertesz, 1982; Hebrew version by Soroker, 1997) and the Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia (PALPA; Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1992; Hebrew version by Gil & Edelstein, 2001). The analysis of their spontaneous speech as well as their performance on an extensive test battery of syntactic abilities in production (BAFLA; Friedmann, 1998) indicated that they all had characteristic agrammatic speech. They had ungrammatical production of complex sentences and Wh-questions, no ability to produce embedded sentences and relative clauses, and no ability to produce subject and object questions and subject- and object relatives. The design was the same as above, but the pictures were black and white, and the number of items was larger, and slightly changed between participants according to how many sessions we could have with each of them, and how long they were able to sit with us in each session.

3.2.1. Results

The results of the agrammatic patients show exactly the same pattern as the ones just seen with the hearing impaired children: the agrammatic participants performed poorly on the topicalized OVS sentences (M = 47.9%), and significantly below their performance on the SVO sentences (M = 90.5%), (t(6) = 13.06, p < .0001); yet, none of them performed below chance on these structures (GR was close to below-chance level, but not significantly different from chance using binomial test). Once again, this shows sensitivity to the presence of the Case marker on the object, but inability to use this morphological indication to properly interpret the sentence. Table 2 summarizes the performance of the individuals with agrammatism on these two structures. These data are in line with Friedmann and Shapiro’s (2003) study on agrammatic aphasia where the patients showed difficulty in the interpretation of OVS and still they were not below chance. (See a discussion of this point in Friedmann & Shapiro, 2003, p. 294.)
Table 2. Percentage correct performance (and number correct responses out of total number of sentences in each condition), for each participant with agrammatic aphasia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agrammatic participant</th>
<th>Topicalization OVS</th>
<th>Simple SVO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>44% (11/25)</td>
<td>88% (22/25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>58% (15/26)</td>
<td>100% (33/33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>46% (12/26)</td>
<td>80% (20/25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>35% (9/26)</td>
<td>95% (20/21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>52% (26/50)</td>
<td>90% (45/50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>40% (6/15)</td>
<td>80% (12/15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>61% (11/18)</td>
<td>100% (26/26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Syntactic SLI

3.3.1. Participants

The participants with developmental syntactic impairment, syntactic SLI, were three girls aged 11;7-12;1, all in 6th grade, all native speakers of Hebrew. They complained about difficulties in school and their teachers and parents reported “reading comprehension difficulties” in texts. One of them also commented that when someone explains something, all her friends understand and she does not. We ran an extensive battery of syntactic comprehension and production (BAMBI, Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2002), where it became evident that each of these girls fails to produce object relatives, fails to understand object relative clauses and which object questions (in tasks of sentence-picture matching as well as oral and written sentence paraphrasing), and finds it difficult to repeat sentences derived by Wh-movement.

3.3.2. Results

The results, summarized in Table 3, indicated that the adolescents with syntactic SLI also performed relatively poorly on the topicalized OVS sentences (50-56.3% correct, $M = 53.9\%$), and significantly below their performance on the SVO sentences (which was 100% correct for all of them), for each of the participants, $\chi^2 > 5.98$, $p < .01$, yet none of them performed below chance on these structures (using binomial test). This indicates that the adolescents with syntactic SLI, like the other A-bar impaired populations, were sensitive to the presence of the object marker but could not use it for comprehension (see a summary of the performance of all three populations with syntactic impairment in Figure 3).

Table 3. Correct performance per each of the three girls with syntactic SLI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant with syntactic SLI</th>
<th>Topicalization OVS</th>
<th>Simple SVO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>11/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Percentage correct performance on the object topicalized OVS sentences and the simple SVO sentences in the three syntactically-impaired populations in Experiment 2.

3.4. Typically-developing children (Biran & Ruigendijk, 2015)

Overall, our results share similarity to those presented in a recent study by Biran and Ruigendijk (2015) for typically developing children. Biran and Ruigendijk tested the comprehension of OVS topicalized sentences in Hebrew-speaking children aged 3-6 years. They found, similar to our results on the impaired populations, that the children performed 50% correct on these sentences. Namely, the group performed at chance (see their Table 4, p. 227). In an analysis of Biran and Ruigendijk's individual data that they kindly allowed us to use, this held also for the individual participants: almost none of the children (only 2 of 34 children aged 3;0-6;0) performed below chance on these sentences. This indicates, again, that the children were sensitive to the presence of the object marker so that they did not interpret the sentence as SVO, reversing the thematic roles.

3.5. Possible implications for treatment

In conclusion, as we showed for various structures and various populations, the presence of "et" is not exploited for the proper assignment of thematic roles as the A-bar object chain is not properly constructed. It would be interesting to explore the possibility of explicitly teaching individuals with A-bar impairment to pay attention to presence of the object marker so that when they fail to understand the sentence on the basis of the syntactic computation, they can use the object marker as an external indication to identify the object. In this way, even if the interpretation does not come out automatically, because their ability to construct the A-bar movement chain is impaired, still they would be able to figure out the role of the arguments in the sentence.

4. Discussion

The data from language acquisition as well as from three different populations with syntactic impairments indicate that overt Case marking of the object does not help individuals who have difficulties in understanding object A-bar dependencies. Even when Case is overtly marked on the
object, as with Hebrew "et", they still find it difficult to associate the proper thematic roles with the two noun phrases, and therefore, they do not understand these sentences. In Experiment 1 we tested young children's comprehension of object Which questions with and without the object Case marking, at a stage in which they still fail to understand these questions. We found that the presence of the Case marker did not improve comprehension of these questions. We found the same pattern also in a previous study of an adolescent with syntactic SLI who failed to understand sentences with object A-bar dependencies, where Levy and Friedmann (2009) reported that his comprehension of object Wh questions with and without object marker was identical. In Experiment 2, we tested the comprehension of object topicalized sentences in the order OVS in three populations with impairment in object A-bar dependencies, object relatives, Wh-questions, and topicalization structures: individuals with agrammatic aphasia, adolescents with syntactic SLI, and orally-trained children with hearing impairment. We found that these individuals failed to understand the sentences with object topicalization, but did not perform below chance on these structures, indicating that they were sensitive to the presence of the object marker, but could not use it for sentence interpretation. A similar pattern was found in our analysis of data from Biran and Ruigendijk (2015) on typically developing Hebrew-speaking children: they failed to understand OVS sentences but did not consistently reverse the interpretation.

These results bear on the general issue of what causes the difficulty with object A'-dependencies in children and impaired populations. An intuitive characterization of the problem would be that the difficulty arises from the similarity of the moved object and of the intervening subject in the complex configuration created by movement: the more similar they are, the harder the structure. However, much recent work (see Introduction) suggests that this intuitive idea should be qualified. Not all kinds of similarity make these configurations harder and not all kinds of dissimilarity make them easier: the effect is selective and mediated by the grammar. In this article we have addressed the potential role of Case (dis)similarity.

In contrast to the expectation of general cue-based accounts, even though Case could count as a straightforward cue for identifying the object, hence differentiating it from the subject and thus helping in the assignment of the thematic roles to the noun phrases in the sentence, our results clearly indicate that this is not what happens. This is in line with results from previous studies in Romanian and German. Romanian has the object marker "pe", which is roughly of the same kind as the Hebrew "et". Bentea (2016) was able to show that "pe" is not used to improve the comprehension of object relatives with a preverbal subject in the relative clause: 4;0-6;10 year old Romanian-speaking children performed at 60% correct on such object relatives with "pe", and 57% correct on the parallel structures without "pe" (Bentea, 2016, p. 80\(^5\)). This is parallel to the results of Experiment 1 presented here for Hebrew. In German, Biran and Ruigendijk (2015) have shown that Case morphology does not help in the comprehension of which object questions. They tested children's comprehension of German object questions, which display the order “Object-acc Verb Subject-nom”, so that only the Case marking on the DPs indicates that the structure is an object, rather than a subject, question (the two DPs matched in number): Children aged 3-6 years were only 51% correct on these questions. Namely, similar to the our results, they were sensitive to the presence of Case marking, as is shown by the fact that they did not

---

\(^5\) These percentages are based on a calculation of the results done the same way we did, through picture selection. These Romanian structures are immediately comparable to the Wh-object questions analyzed for Hebrew in Experiment 1, which also involve a preverbal subject. On the role of Case in Romanian object relatives with a post-verbal subject see Bentea (2016).
perform below chance, but could not use Case for the proper assignment of thematic roles.

We suggest, in line with the grammar-based approach we assume here, that because Case is not part of the computation of A-bar dependencies, Case distinctions cannot be taken into account in mitigating and eventually overcoming the difficulty with locality caused by intervention of a lexically restricted subject. The difference in Case could have made the two DPs different, and could have relieved intervention had Case been a feature that enters the computation of similarity. However, Case is not a relevant feature, so that Case dissimilarity cannot relieve intervention. Consequently, the children and the syntactically impaired populations analyzed cannot establish the object dependency chain, and therefore cannot properly interpret the structure.

But why aren’t Case distinctions relevant, especially given that they could provide a straightforward way to identify the object and hence, its theme role? The idea is that only features that are attractors of phrasal movement are used in the computation of intervention, and hence only these features can be used to overcome locality violations. Case, however, is not an attracting feature for movement. In standard minimalist analyses, Case does play a role in making the goal active and available to be attracted to the subject position. This is the situation in sentences with passives, unaccusatives, and in raising structures, and more generally, in the raising of the external argument to the EPP position. Importantly, however, in the A-system, Case participates in the attraction only as a property of the goal (it makes the goal active, Chomsky, 1995, 2000), but it is not a property of the attracting probe. This is the technical implementation of the straightforward observation that Case is a property of the nominal system, not of the finite verbal inflection system. We suggest that what determines if a feature is relevant for the computation of intervention is that this feature can operate as attractor on the probe. This is what distinguishes Case, for example, from phi features: whereas Case is only a property of the goal, phi features are active on the probe and trigger movement from there.6

That Case is not a feature that participates in attraction in A-bar movement is directly suggested by the fact that cross-linguistically there are no movement processes to the left periphery affecting either only accusative-Case marked or only nominative-Case-marked phrases, and there are no positions in the left periphery that attract only a certain Case-bearing element. E.g., we do not see left peripheral positions that only host accusative-Case-marked phrases and other positions that only host nominatives. Case, in this respect, differs from other morphosyntactic specifications such as the presence of a lexical restriction, for example, which modulates the landing sites of Wh-movement (Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009; Munaro, 1999).

A grammatical approach to intervention based on Relativized Minimality is inherently selective, in that it leads one to expect that only the morphosyntactic features participating in the local relation under scrutiny will be taken into account in the computation of locality. Because a movement relation is involved in the structures we examined, only features triggering movement are expected to be taken into account. Consider the structure in (5) and Figure 4.

(5) Wh-Acc/Object marker ......................DP(Nom) ......................... < Wh-Acc/Object marker>

6 This is precisely the status of the gender feature in Hebrew, which was found to alleviate intervention effects in the comprehension of object relatives (Belletti et al., 2012).
Thus, because Case is not an attracting feature (on any probe), it should not be part of the computation of locality in A-bar movement. Consequently, Case cannot relieve intervention. Once the construction of the object A-bar movement chain is blocked, a thematic role cannot be syntactically assigned to an element in the left periphery. Importantly, in a grammar-based account, it is natural to assume that the construction of the dependency is a pre-requisite for the assignment of the thematic role to the moved elements. Therefore, an element in the left periphery not connected by a well-formed movement chain to a clause-internal thematic position cannot receive a thematic role. If the pre-requisite has not been met, no overt morphological information can be of help any longer. The sharp featural selectivity is thus a characteristic of the grammar-based approach adopted here, distinguishing it from similarity-based approaches assuming a less structured, grammatically unqualified, notion of similarity. For elaboration on this point see Belletti and Rizzi (2013).\(^7\)\(^8\)

---

\(^7\) A-bar object chains can be properly constructed also across an intervening lexically restricted subject by unimpaired adults. Our approach is compatible with the possibility that, for adults, overt Case marking of the object could facilitate the parsing of object A-bar dependencies. This has been shown to happen for instance in the disambiguation by Case of object Wh-questions in German speaking adults (Meng & Bader, 2000). In the approach we have presented here, once the intervention configuration is properly mastered, and hence the object A-bar chain is constructed, the necessary prerequisite to interpret the sentence is met. It is consistent with our approach that other overt indications (including Case) be used to optimize the interpretation of the sentence with the association of the correct role to the different nominal arguments.

\(^8\) The underlying difficulty in understanding sentences with object A-bar chains may be different in the different populations we tested. Current evidence suggests that whereas TD children, as well as children with syntactic SLI may be subject to intervention due to immature feature calculation (see Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009; Friedmann, Yachini, & Szterman, 2015), individuals with agrammatic aphasia may fail to construct the chain because of a deficit in building the syntactic tree up to CP (Friedmann, 2001, 2006; Friedmann & Grodzinsky, 1997), over and above whatever intervention problems may be found in this particular population. Children with hearing impairment may form a heterogeneous group, with some children having a deficit in Wh-movement, like SLI children, and others with a tree-building deficit that is similar to that seen in agrammatism (Szterman & Friedmann, 2014, 2015), for this population too, it might be that the CP deficit occur in addition to an intervention deficit. Our suggestion regarding Case not being part of feature calculation is therefore more directly relevant to TD and SySLI children, whose deficit may exclusively lie in feature calculation and locality; instead, the idea that morphological cues cannot be used for the assignment of thematic roles when the building of a well-formed chain is impaired is relevant to all four populations.
The finding that young children, as well as individuals with hearing impairment or agrammatism or Syntactic SLI, do not exploit the presence of the Case marker for interpretation although this could be an easy way for them to understand the sentence, joins other overt indications for interpretation that they could resort to, but don’t. Another such example comes from object relatives and Wh questions where the object crosses the preverbal subject. In principle, in these structures they could identify the subject through its position adjacent to the verb, therefore receiving its role directly from the verb. In this situation they could use their knowledge of the verb argument structure, and once the subject is identified as the agent, they could infer that the thematic role of the other argument is the remaining role, the theme. However, these populations do not use this kind of inference. We suggest that this is another instantiation of a strategy that cannot be made appeal to once the object chain cannot anyway be constructed. Namely, comprehension that has failed due to a violation of locality cannot be rescued by inferential reasoning.

The evidence presented in this article and the interpretation just developed are in line with the general viewpoint according to which the computation of syntactic dependencies is modular, automatic, encapsulated and selectively guided by relevant morphosyntactic features.
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### Appendix 1. Main demographic characteristics of the individuals with agrammatism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>Education (years)</th>
<th>Years post onset</th>
<th>Etiology and Lesion site (based on CT scans)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6;10</td>
<td>Left frontal hemorrhage following angiography with subsequent infarct in the area of the left middle cerebral artery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9;7</td>
<td>Left temporo-parietal hematoma, following L frontal contusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2;7</td>
<td>Left temporo-parietal ischemic infarct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0;10</td>
<td>several Left frontal and temporal lacunar hypodensic areas following stroke, as well as hypodensic areas in right temporo-parietal areas, with basal ganglia and thalamic involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0;7</td>
<td>Left CVA, intra cerebral hemorrhage in left basal ganglia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3;0</td>
<td>Left temporo-parietal infarct following trauma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5;5</td>
<td>Left CVA, infarct in the left basal nuclei.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>